Quick Facts for 2020 First Destination Outcomes

This reflects August 2019, December 2019, AND May 2020 grads

Total Graduates = 137

TOP EMPLOYERS for this cohort

*This is not broken up by program. Rather, this is represented in aggregate form across all 4 programs.

Facebook = 15 (this is a new #1 spot, Google has been #1 for the past 4 years)
VMware = 13
Amazon = 13
Google = 11
Microsoft = 6
LinkedIn = 5
Apple = 4

QUICK FACTS

• 97% of students have secured their post-graduation plans. This is truly tremendous given the current COVID-19 implications on hiring and employment.

• Signing bonuses remained generous with the majority of students receiving between $20,000 - $30,000

• $128,000 is the median salary across all 4 programs